HUMP! is a lovingly curated festival of short erotic films made by real people for real people. The filmmakers and stars show us hot and sexy, creative and kinky, ultimate turn-ons and craziest fantasies. Our program is a cornucopia of body types, shapes, ages, colors, sexualities, genders, kinks, and fetishes—all united by a shared spirit of sex-positivity. HUMP! will shock you. HUMP! will make you laugh. HUMP! will turn you on. HUMP! has been successfully disrupting the way America sees, makes, and shares porn since 2005. Come and get some!

HOW TO SUBMIT A FILM TO HUMP!

1. GET SOME FRIENDS TOGETHER.
Discuss what your film should be about. Your film can be funny, sexy, scary, kinky, outrageous! Just no animals, no poop, no minors.

2. SHOOT A FILM! 5 MINUTES MAX.
Don’t be intimidated by technology! We get a lot of great films recorded from iphones!

3. INCLUDE EXTRA CREDIT IN YOUR FILM SO WE KNOW YOU MADE IT JUST FOR HUMP!
(Water Cooler, Saran Wrap, Ping Pong Balls)

4. MAKE THE CUT.
The hump jury watches hundreds of films. We laugh, we cry. We scream. Show us what you got! Shock us. We dare you!

5. GET CASH!
All films selected to be a part of HUMP! get a percentage of all ticket sales for all 2023 HUMP! screenings.

HAVE QUESTIONS? E-MAIL US HERE: INFO@HUMPFILMFEST.COM
CRIMSON CRUISING

BODY LANGUAGE
When two bodies merge. A common language is made. Hearts beat as one.

THE BOY WITH THE TIGHTY WHITIES
This short film explores a young man’s curiosity for fetish and kink, with a focus on tighty-whities and wedgies.

ANATHEMA
Two queer space cadets cruising the galaxy crash land on a strange planet. Things really go awry when the planet’s inhabitants appear...insatiable.

FEAST OF FANTASY
For those who love to play dress up and live their most surrealist erotic lives.

SHADOW PLAY
From scrotal screen to silver screen, Shadow Play brings two horny paper silhouettes to life.

NO TRANSLATION
When a Translatina immigrant from Colombia meets a Transmasculine Brooklyn Boy, they discover that their love goes beyond Spanish or English.

SCREEN/PLAY
Two gal pals in the 1970’s tune in to a world of technicolor television fantasies.

THE CANNOLI BROTHERS
They may not be real brothers, but their cannoli are anything but fake.

GRACE.
‘Grace.’ is an ode to abcde Flash’s understanding of her cycle and herself. By accepting each phase for what it is, she’s transformed this never-ending experience of highs and lows into a most reliable routine: a cycle that, like clockwork, she knows she can count on. *Trigger Warning: Blood

BLOOM ROOM
This playful, quirky, & creative film is sure to leave you in a good mood.

RONALD MCBOTTOMS FOR SOME MCDICKEN
American national treasure, Ronald, thought he was one of a kind, until now! When Ronald meets Ronald, worlds collide, and lust blossoms into a food-fight fiasco full of mustard and mayo... and we’re lovin’ it!

STATE OF MIND
BDSM can be a pathway to spiritual transformation when practiced in ways that are safe, sane, and consensual. For this to happen, the union between Dom and sub must be built on a solid foundation of trust, honesty, and communication.

FOR YOUR HEALTH
Take your meds, obey, repeat. Let the caretaker open you, it’s good for you.

IT’S MR. YAMFACE!
Ever wonder how your dolls fucked?

CUM AS YOU ARE
Empowerment is fucking sexy.

GET READY WITH BETTY
Drag queen & makeup artist extraordinaire, Betty Wetter’s step by step tutorial on the perfect look for any occasion!

LUSCIOUS
Set in a voluptuously 1800th century backdrop, Karla Lane and Marina Maree explore each other’s luscious bodies.

DEMON SEED
This is a story of a young mage, Damian Dragon, taking a risk and building a bond with the Demon, Kemono Dragon. The young Mage summons the Demon, for his commitment, protection, power and most of all to bear his child.

COLOR ME WILD
Welcome to the Neon Jungle. A space for psychedelic sexploration.

A DEEP UNDERSTANDING
Two different talents share their sinking feelings about acting in quicksand fetish movies.

MENAGE À FROMAGE
Come for the orgy, stay for the cheese platter!